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NOTES FOR A SPEECH BY I1R. R.D. BAKEuELL 
THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ECONOMY 
To a very large extent what happens in the South Australian 
economy, at least in the short run, is beyond the control of any 
State government. Actions taken by the Federal government 
either to boost or dampen dorm economic activity throughout 
Australia tend to determine the economic conditions prevailing 
in the whole of Australia. Even this statement^ which suggests 
a strong degree of control of the economy by the Federal government, 
is rather misleading because in Australia,due largely to the nature 
of our Federal constitution, even the Federal government's 
economic powers are quite limited compared with most other 
countries. The Federal government has considerable powers, in 
taxing and in control of the money supply, to influence the 
economy in general directions, but the split up of powers between 
the Federal and State governments on areas such as prices and 
incomes has meant that no-one has the ability to be very effective 
in these areas. 
The unique problem facing nearly all Western economies today 
is the appearance together of both high inflation and high 
unemployment and economists have not been able to suggest 
politically palatable ways of dealing with both of these problems 
at the same time. It is now considered likely that the level of 
inflation in the 10-20% mark, common in Uestern economies, carries 
with it a very real risk of worsening unemployment. The 
mechanism operates through the increasing illiquidity of the 
private sector. This occurs both from costs rising faster than 
prices and also from the continued use of historical cost systems 
of accounting which do not allow for the in-roads of inflation 
in providing for the replacement cost of plant and stocks. 
Profits thus tend to be overstated leading to very high taxes. 
The recent emergence of high inflation combined with high 
unemployment presents a new problem to economists. Previously, 
most economists advocatedKeynesian demand-management methods 
that attribute inflation to excess demand and unemployment to 
depressed demand. The solution to unemployment always seemed 
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relatively easy through stimulating demand by tax cuts or easier 
credit although it must be admitted that on past occasions the 
timing of these measures was sometimes done rather badly and 
when this happened recessions were accentuated, as in 1961 and 
1971/2, and sometimes booms were exaggerated. 
^^^ iate; 196Q'the U.S. Government attempted to maintain 
both high ^mestic" social spending and high overseas defence 
spending (especially on Vietnam), and thus contributed to the U.S. 
economy getting out of kilter and because of the size of the 
U.S. economy its dis-location spread to other economies via a 
U.S. deficit in the balance of payments. 
As a result of rising prices, and a gradual build-up in the 
bargaining strength of employees, income demands have been 
progressively pitched at higher and higher levels. Another 
factor that has intensified the demands for even higher percentage 
increases in wages, salaries and other incomes has been the 
existence in most Western countries of very heavy rates of 
marginal income tax. Gradually people have begun bargaining 
for rises big enough to ensure an increase in their real after-
tax incomes. This has meant that the size of wage claims has 
tended to be even greater than the price rises that are expected 
to occur. Governments generally in the non-Cdnmunist world have 
been searching for methods to restrain incomes and prices. The 
strain on the price levels in Western economies greatly increased 
in the 1972/3 world-wide economic boom, because all economies were 
expanding at the time, an unusual occurrence historically, and 
this put extreme pressure on commodity prices. 
On top of this, late in 1973» a major shock was transmitted 
to the international economic system by the quadrupling of oil 
prices in a very short period. 
What I have said so far is a background to the Australian 
situation and naturally South Australia operates within the 
framework of the overall Australian economy. In the light of 
recent Australian experience it needs to be noted that a crucial 
factor in auickening up our rates of gro\'/th in prices and income 
levels was the tremendous monetary expansion which occurred from 
about mid 1972 to late 1973. After a considerable lag monetary 
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expansions seem to produce a rapid increase in economic activity 
and a reduction in unemployment, but carry a penalty of higher 
prices. It was late in 1973 before the Federal Government 
took action to dampen dorm monetary supply conditions. However 
when it did this it did it brutally and the effect of this action 
was reinforced by an adverse swing in Australians balance of 
payments which further tightened the lending ability of Australian 
institutions. Once again, after a fairly considerable lag, the 
change in money supply had its affect on employment conditions, 
and in the latter part of last year there was a very rapid and 
large rise in unemployment from a seasonally adjusted figure of 
about 85,000 in the first half of 197^ to about 240,000 in 
December 197^ and January 1975* 
Tie have about 9»3$ of Australian civilian employees resident 
in South Australia but at the end of January had only 8.4$ of 
the unemployment. This isAfairly unusual experience for South 
Australia in a period of hi^h unemployment. Kormally, because 
of this State's dependence on motor vehicles and consumer 
durables industries (35$ of Adelaide's manufacturing industry 
employment derives from the production of motor vehicles or V7hite 
goods or in component supply for them) we experience a greater 
proportionate increase in unemployment than other states when 
conditions deteriorate. This is because in most recessions demand 
for motor vehicles, refrigerators, washing machines etc. tends 
to be cut back first when consumers bocore cautious. The motor 
industry sales rate had started to collapse in December and 
January, but the swift action of the Federal government in making 
a large reduction in sales tax (from 27V$'>> to 1 % ) seems to be 
working well in making a ouick reduction in the large buil& up 
stocks hold by motor manufacturers and dealers. As a result we 
can expect a fairly high lovel of production to be maintained by 
the two South Australian-based manufacturers. Consequently, 
employment in these important industries will hold up very much 
better than would have occurred without Federal government 
intervention. 
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South Australia is additionally fortunate in not having a 
large stake in some of the industries which have been subject 
to fairly drastic structural adjustment via tariff changes -
for example textiles, knitted goods, clothing and footwear 
industries, centered largely in Victoria. Of the 25,000 registered 
as unemployed due to structural change, shown by the Australian 
Department of Labour and Immigration in their January 1975 
Llonthly Review, South Australia accounted for only of thi3 
(compared with our 9»3% of civilian employees). Had the Federal 
government accepted the Industries Assistance Commission report 
on the motor industry the story would have probably been a lot 
different and much more adverse in this state. In fact, in 
modifying the I.A.C. proposals, the Federal government lifted 
the tariff duty on fully imported vehicles back to 4-5% (that is 
reversed the July 1973 tariff cut for this industry) and during 
January 1975 introduced quotas on fully built-up vehicles in 
reaction to the tremendous inflow of fully built-up cars, coning 
predominantly from Japan. 
The Federal government has made very strong efforts in recent 
months to stimulate the economy and this could be sufficient to 
bring unemployment levels down sharply over the next few months. 
In addition to the methods already mentioned (quotas on imports 
and sales tax cuts) there have been cuts in company taxation and 
income taxation. In the case of the latest income tax cut the 
full year's cut has been concentrated in the last half of the 
financial year 1974/5• This means that all pay envelopes were 
boosted considerably from January 1st. Another stimulatory 
factor from that date has been the allowance as a deduction, up 
to very substantial family income levels, of interest payments 
on home loans. This has boosted take home pay substantially. 
Recently the states were given quite substantial financial 
assistance grants, mostly for employment-creating and employment 
maintaining works. The Federal government has also provided 
extra funds directly for lending on housing*largely through the 
savings banks and this is expected gradually to work through 
into higher building approvals for new dwellings and to commence-
ments of actual building shortly after this. 
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The big question is whether the running of a large Federal 
deficit and the amount of money being punned into the economy 
in this way will be adequate to offset the poorer profit results 
and prospects facing private employers, tlany employers have been 
unable to raise prices by anywhere near enough to compensate 
for cost rises. Faced with declining profitability, xvith some 
decline in consumer demand late in 1974, with increased imports 
during 1974, and with rising stocks of unsold good^ they had no 
alternative but to cut the number of people on their payrolls, and 
this was the policy widely adopted. 
The first signs of a possible upturn in the economy are 
now being noticed. Perhaps the most important is the January 
level of retail sales (excluding motor vehicles). A large lift 
in these sales, compared with a disappointing December month, 
occurred in January, 4.5% seasonally adjusted. The sales of 
colour television sets and cars were strong in February and 
likely to remain so in March and April. It is likely that the 
spotty announcements of extra hirings of people, for example 
Giapson Pope just a few days ago, will become more frequent and 
such announcements will help in a gradual revival of business 
confidence, so important in an economy where 75% of jobs are in 
the private sector. 
In fact it appears to analysts of the economy in the 
Premier's Department that unemployment levels could start to move 
downwards fairly substantially by May or June, due to improved 
consumer demand and to a lift in the housing sector of the 
economy. 
The other problem facing us all, to get the level of inflation 
down to a respectable level, is probably going to be a lot harder 
to solve. You have recently listened to a much more learned 
address from Professor Geoffrey Harcourt at a recent meeting on 
possible methods of controlling inflation and I will not go over 
this ground which he covered so adequately, but perhaps it is 
i7orth mentioning some interesting aspects about particular South 
Australian problems on prices. 
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was not only absolutely lower than those in other mainland states 
but generally seemed to experience a slightly slower annual 
rate" of growth in prices. This has not been the case in the 
last 18 months or two years and this may seem strange to you 
when we are the only State with any framework of a prices control 
system. I think you should realise that the South Australian 
Prices Commissioner can only effectively exercise control on 
prices on goods produced and largely consumed in this State. He 
cannot control the wholesale price of goods manufactured in other 
states, or imported from overseas, and he has under direct control 
only about 9% of all goods in the consumer price index and an 
indirect effect on a further 6%. But even for these goods, 
legitimate cost increases must be allowed for if firms are to 
earn sufficient profits to enable them to re-invest and ensure 
a long-term viability. Thus he often has to rubber-stamp cost 
increases. 
There are various reasons given for our recent poorer-than-
average performance in various prices areas. Housebuilding costs 
in South Australia have been severely affected by the rapid 
increase in world prices of timber, especially oregon, and the 
much greater dependence of this state on imported timber. This 
tended to be the biggest single factor apart from labour costs 
in putting housebuilding material prices up so much. Another 
cause has been the generally greater than average weekly earnings 
increase in South Australia compared with other States for the 
past two years. This is generally attributed to the efforts of 
unions, organised on a national basis, to get wages evened up 
and in South Australian awards were well belov.? those 
in New South Wales and Victoria. Partly as a result of this move-
ment the South Australian average weekly earnings figure as a 
percentage of the Australian average has moved up auite sub-
stantially. The seasonally adjusted figure for South Australia 
as a percentage of Australia was 91.8 in the December quarter of 
1972, by December 1973 it was up to 93.1 and by December 1974 
stood at 94.5* Admittedly some of these rises could have been 
due to a change in relative amounts of overtime worked between 
States over this period. However, even allowing for this, the 
trend is somewhat worrying to local industrialists who have always 
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considered that they need a margin in labour costs big enough 
to compensate for higher transport . costs incurred through 
our distance from the major markets, in the case of nationally-
marketed products. This State does of course have some other 
advantages to manufacturers such as cheap land and a level of 
industrial unrest which has been markedly below the rate experienced 
per thousand employees in the major industrial states of New 
South l/ales and Victoria* 
The State government has for some time been pursuing a 
deliberate policy of trying to encourage a more diverse range 
of industries to establish here. This is necessarily a slow 
process. It is also aware that the parallel development of 
tourism and the arts can provide a valuable underpinning to 
employment levels. Progressively, as income levels increase a 
bigger percentage of peoples* persons.^, incomes tend to be spent 
on entertainment and travel. 
It is most encouraging to South Australia to read the results 
of a recent major survey of Australian travel, put out by the 
Australian Travel Research Conference, based on a very large 
sample of households for the full year 1973/4. This massive 
study of 7»700 households estimates that South Australia has a 
$15 million net surplus from domestic tourism compared with other 
states. South Australia's achievement ranks as the best result 
per head. It is estimated that about % of the tourists we 
receive from interstate come from Victoria, our closest neighbour. 
The facts revealed in this survey will no doubt be used by the 
State government in its promotion policies to encourage 
further the healthy development of tourism in this state. 
Finally, I wish to conclude with a few remarks on the general 
South Australian stance on manufacturing industry location in 
Australia. In both its reply to the Industries Assistance 
Commission report on the motor in its submission to 
the Jackson Committee, which is preparing a green paper on the 
future of Australian manufacturing industry, the South Australian 
government has heavily stressed the need to protect employment 
levels in outlying regions. 
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Because of this State's lack of a diversified industrial base 
and our dependence on the motor vehicles and white goods 
industries, the State government lobbied strongly and persistently 
against forces within the Federal government which favour 
so-called "rationalization" of these industries. 
It is all very well to talk of rationalization and economic 
efficiency of industries, looking only at manufacturing costs. 
If, however, the social costs and benefits also involved in 
location policy are disregarded completely, the logical extension 
of the adoption of pure economic rationalist arguments would be 
to locate almost all major industries in Sydney and Melbourne - in 
the big market centres. Such a policy completely disregards 
the heavy social costs (often unquantifiable) involved with 
large concentrations of populations (e.g. pollution, excess 
travelling time, congestion, additional crimecpsts etc.). It 
also disregards the social costs and hardship that would occur in 
Adelaide or other decentralised areas from loss of major industries. 
ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE UNIT 
6/3/75 
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